INTRODUCTION
Part I.   Plan of the present work
Substance of the two volumes and method of procedure. — This
work includes a critical edition (with critical apparatus and a transla-
tion) of the complete text of the four main versions of the Sanskrit
story-collection known as Vikramacarita, or Sinhasanadvatringaka,
or the like (the different forms of the name are discust below,pp. xlix ff .)•
It also undertakes to deal with the date and authorship of the work
and of its several versions, and with the question of the historic basis
of its hero, King Vikrama. Furthermore it attempts to reconstruct,
so far as possible, the outline of the hypothetical original of the exist-
ing versions, and to settle the relationship of those versions to that
original and to each other. This last problem is in the writer's eyes
one of the most serious and important ones connected with the book.
I hope and believe that I have solved it correctly.1 My solution is,
however, exactly opposed to that arrived at by the only two scholars
who have seriously attackt the problem before; and, especially for
this reason, I have felt it desirable and necessary to facilitate, by
every means in my power, the testing of my theory. Such testing has,
I believe, been rendered easy to a degree never before attained2 in a
work of this sort, by two devices, to wit:
 1.	The composite outline of the story, with indication (in small-
type notes) of the details in which the several recensions vary from
one another.   This is found on pp. Ixvi ff.
 2.	The printing of the entire text and translation in horizontally par-
allel sections, that is to say, in such a way that each Section or Story of
the first version (or Southern Recension) is followed by the correspond-
ing Section or Story of the three other versions (Metrical Recension,
Brief Recension, Jainistic Recension) in immediate sequence.
1	This solution, however, is in the nature of things not a matter susceptible of being
summed up in a few lines*  It must be gathered by the student from Part EC of this
Introduction and from the Composite Outline, pages kvi ff,
2	This was written before my attempted reconstruction of the Panchatantra (see
opposite, p, xxii).   Such a texfaud reconstruction of the "Vtoamacharita would not be
possible on the basis of the materials known to me.
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